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Abstract
A formal solution to a linear matrix differential equation with irregular singularity
t1−rY 0.t/ D A.t/Y .t/, where r 2 ZC and the matrix-valued function A.t/ is analytic at
t D 1, was obtained via reduction of the coefficient A.t/ to its Jordan form. The same
approach was also utilized to find formal solutions to difference equations and to singularly
perturbed differential equations. The linear change of variables Y D T X, where X is the new
unknown matrix, generates the transformation A −! T −1AT − t1−rT −1T 0. When r > 0,
this transformation can be considered as a “small perturbation” of the similarity transformation
A −! T −1AT . Various normal forms of these two transformations could be found in the
literature. The emphasis of the present paper is to describe some classes of “near similarity”
transformations that have the same normal forms as A −! T −1AT . Obtained results are used
to construct formal solutions to matrix functional equations and to discretized differential
equations. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
0.1. Normal forms of the similarity transformation
Consider an n  n complex matrix-valued function
A.t/ D
1X
kD0
Akt
−k; (0.1)
where n 2 N and the series has a nonzero radius of convergence. Convergence or
divergence of the series (0.1) is not essential for the purposes of this paper, so we
will talk about the matrix given by the formal holomorphic series (0.1). The co-
efficient matrices Ak, in general, could be matrices over any algebraically closed
field F of characteristic zero, t 62F. By a similarity transformation we mean the
transformation
A.t/ −! T −1.t/A.t/T .t/; (0.2)
where the matrix
T .t/ D
1X
kD−m
Tkt
−k=p (0.3)
with some p 2 ZC, m 2 Z and Tk matrices overF. (Here and henceforth we use ZC
and N to distinguish between positive integer and nonnegative integer numbers.) It
is assumed that det T .t/ 6 0, i.e. that the inverse matrix T −1.t/ exists and has the
form (0.3) with, possibly, different m.
Suppose p D 1. A transformation (0.2) is called holomorphic if both T and T −1
have representation (0.3) with m D 0. Otherwise, the transformation is called mero-
morphic. Clearly, (0.2) is holomorphic if and only if m D 0 and the matrix T0 in
(0.3) is invertible. If p > 1, the corresponding transformations are called root holo-
morphic and root meromorphic, respectively. The corresponding terminology is used
for the matrix series T .t/ in (0.2).
Normal forms of matrices (0.1) with respect to the above mentioned types of
similarity transformations are known. For example, these normal forms, as well as
normal forms of singular differential operators, were discussed in [8,12]. The results
are summarized in Table 1 (explanations are given below). Related bibliography can
be found in [8] (see also [15,16]).
Table 1
pnm Holomorphic Meromorphic
Integer A-form F-form
Root T-form J-form
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Consider A.t/ as a matrix over the ringFTTt−1UU of (scalar) formal holomorphic
series with coefficients inF. The quotient field of this ring is the fieldF..t−1// of
formal meromorphic series. Therefore, the F-form from Table 1 is just the standard
first normal formal of a matrix (we call it Frobenius form), i.e. a direct sum of the
blocks
I C H C t−1 QA.t/: (0.4)
Here  2F, I is the identity matrix,
H D
0
BBBBBBB@
0 1 0    0
0 0 1    0
:::
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
:::
0    0 0 1
0          0
1
CCCCCCCA
is the upper shift matrix and QA is a formal holomorphic series with all nonzero ele-
ments located at the first column.
The field of all formal root-meromorphic series Fft−1g is the algebraic closure
F..t−1//. Therefore, the J-form from Table 1 is the standard Jordan form. The
T-form (triangular form) of a matrix A.t/ is an upper triangular matrix of formal
root-holomorphic series. It can be obtained from the J-form by means of Birkhoff’s
factorization lemma (Lemma 3.1). Finally, the A-form from Table 1 (Arnold form)
is a direct sum of the blocks
I C N C t−1 QA.t/; (0.5)
where  2F; the nilpotent matrix N is a direct sum of upper shift matrices Hi andQA is a matrix of formal holomorphic series with the following special structure: all
nonzero elements of QA.t/ are located either in the first column or in the last row
(whichever has less entries) of each block in the block structure, induced on QA.t/ by
Hi (see [1,16] or [8] for more details).
0.2. Near similarity transformations
Let us consider the orbit of the matrix A.t/ with respect to holomorphic transfor-
mations. This orbit consists of all matrices B.t/, such that B D T −1AT , where T is
a holomorphic transformation (0.2). Rewriting the latter equation as
T .t/B.t/ D A.t/T .t/; (0.6)
we can easily obtain the recurrent system of equations for coefficients of B.t/; T .t/.
Namely, taking T0 D I , we get B0 D A0 and
TA0; TmU D Bm − Am C Cm;m > 1; (0.7)
where TA0; U denotes the commutator and Cm is a matrix, known at the step m.
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Without loss of generality, we can assume that the matrix A0 is in the Jordan form.
In order to solve (0.7) for Bm and Tm on each step m recurrently, we require Bm to be
in the complement of the image of commutator TA0; U, i.e. Bm 2 CoImTA0; U. For
example, if A0 has n distinct eigenvalues we can choose CoImTA0; U to consist of
all diagonal matrices. Thus, the holomorphic transformation (0.2) with T .t/ defined
by (0.7) diagonalizes the matrix A.t/, i.e. reduces A.t/ to its J-form. In the general
case the system (0.7) allows us to reduce A.t/ to its A-form, described above.
Roughly speaking, by a near similarity transformation we understand a perturba-
tion of the transformation (0.2) that preserves the structure of the recurrent system
(0.7).
0.3. Some related equations
Consider a matrix linear differential equation
t1−rY 0.t/ D A.t/Y .t/; (0.8)
whereF D C, A.t/ is given by (0.1) and r is a natural (or, more generally, a rational)
number, called the Poincare rank of (0.8). This equation has an irregular singularity
at infinity if r > 0.
The main obstacle in solving the matrix equation (0.8) is that the values of A.t/
do not commute for different t (or coefficients Ak do not commute with each other
if the series (0.1) is formal). The standard way to proceed with (0.8) is to try to split
it into a direct sum of commutative blocks by means of linear changes of variables
Y D T X. The new equation for X.t/ becomes
t1−rX0.t/ D TT −1.t/A.t/T .t/ − t1−rT −1.t/T 0.t/UX.t/:
Thus, the change Y D T X generates the transformation
A.t/ −! T −1.t/A.t/T .t/ − t1−rT −1.t/T 0.t/ (0.9)
of the coefficient of the equation. It is easy to see that (0.9) is a near similarity
transformation if r > 0.
It turns out that the transformations (0.9) and (0.2) reduce A.t/ to essentially the
same normal forms (given in Table 1). In particular, A.t/ can be reduced to its J-form
J .t/ by a root-meromorphic transformation (0.9) with some T .t/. As any J-form is
commutative, we can easily obtain a solution X.t/ D exp.R t ur−1J .u/ du/ to the
equation t1−rX0.t/ D J .t/X.t/ and thus get the Hukuhara–Turrittin formal solution
Y .t/ D T .t/tN eQ.t/ (0.10)
to (0.8). Here N is a nilpotent matrix in Jordan form and t ddt Q.t/ is a diagonal ma-
trix, polynomial in t1=p for some p 2 ZC of degree not exceeding pr; moreover, the
commutator TN;Q.t/U D 0 (see, for example, [15] for more details).
The same approach was utilized in [14] to obtain a formal solution (3.4) to the
matrix linear difference equation
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Y .t C 1/ D A.t/Y .t/; (0.11)
where the matrix A.t/ is invertible. It can be easily verified that the difference equa-
tion (0.11), as well as the more general functional equation
Y ..t// D A.t/Y .t/; (0.12)
where the scalar function .t/ − t is holomorphic at t D 1 (or, more generally,
.t/ − t is a root-meromorphic series in t−1 of order o.t/), generate near similarity
transformations
A.t/ −! T −1.t C 1/A.t/T .t/ (0.13)
and
A.t/ −! T −1..t//A.t/T .t/; (0.14)
respectively. Normal forms of linear operators are closely related with invariants and
classification of these operators. For singular differential operators defined by (0.8),
this scope of problems were studied in [2,9]. The formal classification of difference
operators defined by (0.11) was obtained in [10]. It was also observed there that
functional equations (0.12) can be treated similarly.
Consider now a singularly perturbed matrix differential equation
"roxY .x; "/ D A.x; "/Y .x; "/; (0.15)
where " is a small parameter, r 2 ZC, x 2 C and ox denotes differentiation with
respect to x. We assume A.x; "/ D P1kD0 Ak.x/"k to be a formal holomorphic se-
ries in ", where the coefficients Ak.x/ are matrices over the field F of germs of
root-meromorphic functions (in x−1) at x D 1. (More generally, we can consider
F D Cfx−1g to be the field of formal root-meromorphic series in x−1.) Strong in-
terest in Eq. (0.15) is motivated by the turning point problems (see, for example,
[16]).
The fieldF is an algebraically closed differential field with the differentiation ox .
Denoting " D t−1, we see that Eq. (0.15) generates the near similarity transformation
A −! T −1AT − t−r T −1oxT : (0.16)
It was shown ([11,8, Section 2.5]) that normal forms of this transformation are
the same as in Table 1 and that a formal solution to (0.15) is given by Y .x; "/ D
T .x; "/ exp."−r
R x
J .u; "/ du/, where J .x; "/ is the J-form of A.x; "/ and T .x; "/
is the corresponding transformation.
Another example of a near similarity transformation is provided by the difference
equation
Y .x C "; "/ D A.x; "/Y .x; "/; (0.17)
where " is a small parameter and the matrix A.x; "/ was specified in the previ-
ous example. This equation naturally appears in the theory of finite difference ap-
proximations of (0.8). Denoting " D t−1, we get the corresponding near similarity
transformation as
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A.x; t−1/ −! T −1.x C t−1; t−1/A.x; t−1/T .x; t−1/: (0.18)
0.4. Brief outline of the paper
Examples from Section 0.3 provide a strong motivation to study near similarity
transformations. Normal forms of these transformations is the main subject of the
paper. In Section 1, we define a fairly large class of near similarity transformations,
compatible with the “intuitive” understanding of Section 0.2. We also show that a
matrix A.t/ over FTTt−1UU can be reduced to its A-forms by a holomorphic near
similarity transformation. In order to reduce A.t/ to F, J and T-forms successively
(Sections 2 and 3), we have to impose the successive Assumptions F, J and T, thus
narrowing the corresponding classes of transformations. However, even the most nar-
row class still contains all the near similarity transformations from Section 0.3 with
F D C. In Section 3.3, we utilize the J-form of (0.14) to derive a formal solution
(3.6) to the functional equation (0.12). This solution seems to be new (though results
of [10] are related to the reduction to J-form). In fact, it is very similar to the formal
solution (3.4) of the difference equation (0.11). The main difference between these
solutions is that the C-function in (3.4) has to be replaced by some “special function”
g.t/, satisfying g..t// D tg.t/. The latter equation was considered in Section 3.4.
Here we found a simple condition that allows us to reduce the functional equation
(0.12) with a root-meromorphic coefficient A.t/ to the difference equation (0.11),
which also has a root-meromorphic coefficient. Some particular examples of .t/
were considered.
The last two examples of near similarity transformations from Section 0.3, i.e.
transformations (0.16) and (0.18), do not satisfy Assumption J. These two examples
are considered separately in Section 4. In particular, in Sections 4.1 and 4.3 we re-
produce the approach of [11] to construct a formal matrix solution to (0.15) and to
reduce A.x; "/ to its J-form by the transformation (0.16). In Sections 4.4 and 4.5, this
approach was adjusted to obtain first a formal matrix solution (4.24) to (0.17), and
then to reduce A.x; "/ to its J-form by the transformation (0.18). The formal solution
(4.24) seems to be a new result for this important class of difference equations.
1. Normal forms
1.1. Definition of near similarity transformations
Examples from the previous section show that some matrix equations generate
near similarity transformations. Let us consider a general matrix equation of the
form
LTY .t/U D A.t/Y .t/; (1.1)
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where the linear operator L is acting on matrix-valued functions (or on formal matrix
series) over the fieldF and satisfies
LTT XU D F TT ULTXU C GTT UX
with F;G being also linear operators. (In the case C is a proper subfield of F we
assume that the operators L;F and G are linear with respect to C and additive with
respect toF.) Eq. (1.1) generates the transformation
A −! .F TT U/−1AT − .F TT U/−1GTT U
D T −1AT −

.F TT U/−1GTT U C f.F TT U/−1 − T −1gAT

: (1.2)
For example, if L is a differential operator L D t1−rd=dt or L D t−mox (as in
(0.8) and (0.15)) then F D id;G D L, where id denotes the identity operator. The
case LTY .t/U D Y ..t// (Eq. (0.12)) yields F D L;G D 0. If 1Y.t/ D Y .t C 1/ −
Y .t/, then L D D yields F TT .t/U D T .t C 1/;G D L. Direct computations show
that the transformation (0.18) yields G D 0 and
F D id C
1X
kD1
1
kW
ox
t
k D expox
t

: (1.3)
In order to define near similarity transformations we need to specify action of
linear operators F;G on formal root-meromorphic series T .t/. Let Q denote a matrix
over the fieldF and k 2 Z; p 2 ZC.
Definition 1.1. A transformation (1.2) is called a near similarity transformation
if for all Q; k; p: (1) F TQt−k=pU;GTQt−k=pU are matrix formal power series in
t−1=p, and (2) there exists some positive r 2 Q such that both .F − id/TQt−k=pU
and GTQt−k=pU are of the order o.t−k=p−r / as t ! 1.
It is easy to check that conditions (1) and (2) are satisfied for all the examples men-
tioned above. Thus, the corresponding transformations are near similarity transfor-
mations. Let B.t/ denote the right-hand side of (1.2). Then F TT UB D AT − GTT U.
Conditions (1) and (2) from the definition ensure that the system of recurrent equa-
tions for the coefficients of T .t/ and of B.t/ has the same form as (0.7), so that
Definition 1.1 is consistent with the “intuitive understanding”, introduced in Section
0.2. As the reduction to the A-form is based solely on the structure of the system
(0.7) (see [1,16] or [8] for details of the proof), we get the following statement:
Statement 1.1. The matrix A.t/ is reducible to A-form by means of a holomorphic
near similarity transformation (1.2).
1.2. F-form
We can assume now that the matrix A.t/ is already reduced to A-form so that
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A0 D I C diag.H1; : : : ; Hl/ ; (1.4)
where  2F; l 2 ZC and Hj are upper shift matrices. Let QAij denote .i; j/th block
of the matrix QA D tTA.t/ − A0U in the block structure induced by A0. Suppose that
among the “lower triangular” blocks QAij , where i > j , there exists at least one non-
zero block. Then we can find some natural  and k < n such that B0 − A0, where
B0 is the leading term of B D T −1AT with
T .t/ D diag(Ik; t−In−k (1.5)
is a nonzero strictly lower triangular matrix. (Here Il denotes the l-dimensional iden-
tity matrix.)
Next, the matrix B.t/ can be reduced to its A-form and the whole process can be
repeated. Using one of the Turrittin’s lemmas (see [15, Lemma 19.4]), one can show
[8,13] that after a finite number of such steps either A.t/ becomes block diagonal
or A0 D I C H , where H is the n-dimensional upper shift matrix. Thus, A.t/ is
reduced to its F-form.
The matrix (1.5) is called a shearing matrix, and the transformation (1.2) with a
shearing matrix T is called a shearing transformation. The general form of a shearing
matrix is
S.t/ D diag(t1 ; : : : ; tn ; (1.6)
where j ; j D 1; 2; : : : ; n are rational numbers.
In order to generalize the reduction to F-form for near similarity transformations,
we need to impose an additional requirement on the operators F and G.
Assumption F. The operators F;G act entry-wise on diagonal matrices, i.e. if all
the entries of the matrix Q from Definition 1.1 but the entry .j; j/; j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng,
are zeroes, then so are the entries of F TQt−k=pU;GTQt−k=pU for all k 2 Z; p 2 ZC.
Assumption F can be illustrated, for example, by the operator GTT .t/U D ddt T T.t/,
where AT denote the matrix transponent to A. This operator satisfies Assumption F
but does not act entry-wise.
An immediate consequence of Assumption F is that for any shearing matrix S
both S−1.F − id/TSU and S−1GTSU are of the order O.t−r /, where r is the same as
in Definition 1.1.
Statement 1.2. The matrix A.t/ is reducible to F-form by means of a meromorphic
near similarity transformation .1:2/; satisfying Assumption F.
Indeed, according to Assumption F, F TSU D S.I C O.t−r //, so that .F TSU/−1 D
.I C O.t−r //−1S−1. Then the leading terms of S−1AS and .F TSU/−1AS −
.F TSU/−1GTSU, where the shearing matrix S is defined by .1:5/; coincide. We can
reduce B D .F TSU/−1AS − .F TSU/−1GTSU to its A-form and continue the process.
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By virtue of the same arguments, as above, the matrix A.t/ could be reduced to its
F-form.
1.3. J-form
As a first step towards the reduction to J-form we show that a root-meromorphic
near similarity transformation satisfying Assumption F can reduce A.t/ to a diagonal
matrix up to the order O.t−r /. More precisely:
Statement 1.3. The matrix A.t/ is reducible to a direct sum of the blocks
.t/I C Dt−r C o.t−r /; (1.7)
where .t/ is a .scalar/ polynomial in t−1=p overF with some p 2 ZC of order not
greater than pr − 1 and D is a matrix overF.
Proof. According to Statement 1.2, we can assume that A.t/ has the form
A.t/ D 0I C H C t−1 QA.t/; (1.8)
where only the first column Col . Qa1.t/; Qa2.t/; : : : ; Qan.t// may contain nonzero ele-
ments. Let us apply the shearing transformation (1.2)–(1.8) with the shearing matrix
S.t/ D diag

1; t−; t−2; : : : ; t−.n−1/

; (1.9)
where
 D min
16k6n
deg Qak.t/
k
: (1.10)
Here deg of formal power series a.t/ (in powers of t−1=p) is defined as the expo-
nent of the leading term, taken with the opposite sign. For example, deg t−k D k. If
a.t/  0, then deg a.t/ D 1.
If QA.t/ 6D 0, then (1.10) defines some finite . The result of the transformation is
the matrix
B.t/D0I C .F TSU/−1.H C t−1 QA/S
−.F TSU/−1 [.0.F − id/TSU C GTSU/ : (1.11)
The last (third) term in (1.11) is of degree not less than r. Then, according to (1.9)
and (1.10), deg Bi;iC1.t/ D , while deg.B − 0I/1;j .t/ >  and at least one of the
latter inequalities is nonstrict. Here i D 1; : : : ; n − 1; j D 1; : : : ; n and Ak;l denotes
the .k; l/th entry of the matrix A. Thus
B.t/ D 0I C t−Q QB.t/; (1.12)
where Q D minf; rg.
Note that reduction to (1.7) is already completed if  > r . Otherwise, there are
two options: (1) the leading term QB0 of QB.t/ has at least two distinct eigenvalues; (2)
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QB0 has a single eigenvalue Q (note that Q 6D 0), which implies that the first column ofQB0 consists of nonzero entries and thus  2 ZC. In the first case, we can split the ma-
trix B.t/ into a direct sum of diagonal blocks (note that  can be rational) by reducing
QB.t/ to its A-form. Note that the fact that B.t/ D 0I C t− QB.t/ will not affect the
form of the corresponding recurrent system (0.7) for QB.t/ since deg 0F−1TT UT > r
for any holomorphic transformation T. In fact, the latter inequality holds for any
shearing transformation T as well. In the second case QB0 D QI C H , so that we can
reduce QB.t/ in (1.12) to its F-form. Then we apply to QB.t/ the shearing transfor-
mation with the corresponding matrix (1.9) and so continue the process. Thus, after
a final number of steps we will reduce A.t/ to a direct sum of blocks, where each
block has form (1.7) (note that any scalar block has the form (1.7)). 
Remark 1.1. In general, Statement 1.3 does not provide with a reduction to J-form.
However, for the similarity transformation (0.2) this reduction can be easily com-
pleted. Observe that in this case we can choose as large r as we want. For the matrix
(1.7) we consider two cases: (1) it has a single eigenvalue .t/, (2) it has at least two
different eigenvalues .t/ and .t/. In the first case it can be reduced to .t/I C H
by a special holomorphic transformation (see [11], Theorem 1.2). In the second case
we can choose r > deg..t/ − .t// and split the matrix.
2. Reduction to J-form
2.1. Formulation of the theorem
For near similarity transformations we need to impose more assumptions on the
operators F;G in order to bring the matrix A.t/ to J-form. Here and henceforth we
assumeF D C.
Assumption J. The fieldF D C; For every matrix Q over C and for every q 2 Q
.F − id/TQtq U D Qtq−r fq.t/ and GTQtq U D Qtq−r gq.t/; (2.1)
where fq; gq are scalar functions, holomorphic at infinity (or having formal
power series expansion in t−1=p for some p 2 ZC). We assume that either
deg gq D 0 and deg fq > 0 for all q 2 Qnf0g or deg fq D 0 and there exists a root-
holomorphic formal power series .t/ such that
.t/fq.t/ C gq.t/ D 0 (2.2)
for all q 2 Qnf0g. We also assume
f0.t/  g0.t/  0; i:e:F TQU D Q and GTQU D 0 (2.3)
for every constant matrix Q.
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By analogy with differential operators (0.8), we call r the Poincare rank of (1.2).
Note that condition (2.1) implies that actions of the operators F and G are entry-wise.
In the case of transformation (0.9) we have fq  0 and gq D q for all q 2 Q.
For the transformation (0.13), fq.t/ D .1 C t−1/q − 1 and gq  0, so that r D 1.
Finally, fq.t/ D ..t/=t/q − 1 and gq  0 for the transformation (0.14). In this case
r D deg..t/ − t/. The last two examples from Section 0.3 (transformations (0.16)
and (0.18)) do not satisfy Assumption J since in these casesF 6D C. Therefore these
two important examples will be considered separately in Section 4.
Theorem 2.1. The matrix A.t/ is reducible to J-form by means of a root-meromor-
phic near similarity transformation .1:2/; satisfying Assumption J.
Proof. Without any loss of generality we can assume that A.t/ is in the form (1.7)
A.t/ D
m−1X
jD0
j t
−j=pI C Dt−r C
1X
jD1
AmCj t−.mCj/=p; (2.4)
where .t/ D Pm−1jD0 j t−j=p; r D m=p and D is in the Jordan form (the latter can
be accomplished due to the assumptions .F − id/TQU D GTQU D 0 for any constant
matrix Q). We reduce A.t/ to
B.t/ D
m−1X
jD0
j t
−j=pI C Dt−r C
1X
jD1
BmCj t−.mCj/=p; (2.5)
by means of the transformation (1.2), where
T .t/ D I C
1X
jD1
Tj t
−j=p: (2.6)
Note that, according to Assumption J, we can expand
F TT U D
1X
kD0
Fkt
−k=p; GTT U D
1X
kD0
Gkt
−k=p; (2.7)
where Fk D Tk; Gk D 0 when k 6 m and
FmCj D TmCj C
j−1X
lD0
fj−l=p;lTj−l ; GmCj D
j−1X
lD0
gj−l=p;lTj−l (2.8)
when k D m C j; j > 0. Here fq;l and gq;l , where q 2 Q, denote lth coefficients in
the expansions of the functions fq and gq , respectively, in powers of t−1=p.
Comparing the coefficients of t−.mCj/=p, j D 1; 2; : : : of the equation
F TT UB D AT − GTT U; (2.9)
we get the recurrent system
BmCj C T1BmCj−1 C    C TmBj C FmC1Bj−1 C    C FmCj 0
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D AmCj C AmCj−1T1 C    C AjTm C Aj−1TmC1
C    C 0TmCj − GmCj ; (2.10)
where Ak D Bk D kI for k D 0; 1; : : : ;m − 1 and Am D Bm D D.
We want to solve (2.9) for Tj and BmCj at every step j. Taking into account
(2.4)–(2.8), we can rewrite (2.10) as
TT1;DU C 1T1 D AmC1 − BmC1; j D 1;
TTj ;DU C jTj D CmCj − BmCj ; j > 1;
(2.11)
where
j D fj=p;00 C gj=p;0 (2.12)
and the matrix CmCj is known at the step j. Consider the two following cases.
2.2. Case 1
Suppose that in Assumption J deg gq D 0 and deg fq > 0 for all q 2 Qnf0g. Then
j 6D 0 for all j 2 Znf0g and system (2.11) can be solved uniquely for Tj with all
BmCj D 0, provided that no eigenvalues d1; d2 of the matrix D satisfy d1 − d2 D j
for any j D 1; 2; : : : Thus, the matrix A.t/ is reduced to
B.t/ D .t/I C t−rD; (2.13)
where D is in the Jordan form. This is J-form of A.t/.
Remark 2.1. If A.t/ D .t/I C o.t−r /, then it can be reduced to its J-form .t/I
by a holomorphic in t−1=p transformation.
Suppose now that k is the first natural number, such that d2 − d1 D k . Since
we can solve the first k − 1 equations (2.11) as described above, we can assume
AmCj D 0 for j D 1; : : : ; k − 1. Let
D D diag.D1;D2/; (2.14)
where D1 is the direct sum of all Jordan blocks of D with the eigenvalue d1. Thus,
d2 is an eigenvalue of D2. We will show that the shearing transformation with
S.t/ D diag.I; t−k=pI/; (2.15)
where the diagonal structure of S is induced by (2.14), preserves the first m − 1 terms
in (2.4) and changes D to D − diag.0; kI/. So, the number of pairs of eigenvalues
with nonzero differences will decrease at least by 1. As the maximal number of
such pairs is n.n − 1/=2 (this is the case when D has distinct eigenvalues), after
a finite number of the above mentioned transformations the matrix D will have no
eigenvalues with the difference k , where k D 1; 2 : : :
Indeed, the shearing transformation with the matrix (2.15) reduces A.t/ to B.t/,
where
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B D .F TSU/−1AS − .F TSU/−1GTSU: (2.16)
It follows from Assumption J and (2.15) that
F TSUDS C

0 0
0 t−.kCm/=pfk=p.t/I

DS 

1 0
0 T1 C t−rfk=p.t/UI

: (2.17)
Thus
.F TSU/−1 D

1 0
0 T1 C t−rfk=p.t/U−1I

 S−1; (2.18)
so that (2.16) yields
B.t/ D .t/I C t−r

D C

0 0
0 −kI

C o.1/

: (2.19)
The reduced matrix B has the form (2.4), where the number of pairs of different
eigenvalues of the matrix D has been reduced at least by 1. We denote B by A and start
the reduction process, described above, again. It is clear that after a finite number of
steps the matrix D will have no pairs of eigenvalues with the difference k , where
k D 1; 2 : : : So, the reduction to J-form in the Case 1 is completed. In particular,
reduction to J-form is proven for singular differential operators (0.8) with positive
Poincare rank r.
2.3. Case 2
Suppose that in Assumption J deg fq D 0 and Eq. (2.2) holds for all q 2 Qnf0g.
Consider first the special case .t/  0, that is the transformation (1.2) becomes
A −! .F TT U/−1AT: (2.20)
If 0 6D 0, then reduction to J-form follows from Case 1. Therefore, the interesting
case is 0 D 0.
Assume now that in (2.4) .t/ D t−l=p.Q C o.1//, where 0 < l 6 m − 1 and Q 6D
0. Then A.t/ D t−l=p QA.t/, where QA.t/ D QI C o.1/. Let the transformation (2.20)
with some T D T0 reduces QA.t/ to its J-form. Such a reduction is possible sinceQ 6D 0 and thus the situation corresponds to case 1. Then the matrix
.F TT0U/−1AT0 D t−l=p.F TT0U/−1 QA.t/T0
is also in J-form.
Assume now that .t/  0. Then A.t/ D t−r QA.t/, where QA.t/ D D C o.1/. Let
us reduce QA.t/ to F-form and consider one of the corresponding blocks, which we
also denote by QA.t/. If the leading term QA0 is not nilpotent, then we can reduce it to
J-form based on Statement 1.3 and case 1. Suppose QA0 D H , where H is the upper
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shift matrix. If QA.t/ − QA0  0, then QA.t/ is already in J-form. Otherwise, define 
for QA.t/ as in (1.10) and apply the shearing transformation (1.9). It is clear that the
leading term B0 of both matrices .F TSU/−1 QAS and S−1 QAS is the same and that B0 is
not a nilpotent matrix (see the end of the proof of Statement 1.3). If B0 has a single
eigenvalue we can proceed as in case 1, otherwise we can split QA.t/ into a direct
sum of diagonal blocks that corresponds to different eigenvalues of B0. Thus, we
can reduce QA.t/ to J-form.
Consider now the general case .t/ 6 0. Then (2.1) together with (2.2) yield
GTT U D −.F − id/TT U; (2.21)
so that the right-hand side of the near similarity transformation (1.2) becomes
A −! .F TT U/−1 fAT C .F − id/TT Ug
D .F TT U/−1 fA − I gT C I: (2.22)
Let B D A − I and let JB D .F TT U/−1BT be the J-form of B with respect to near
similarity transformation (2.20), which can be obtained according to the previous
arguments. Then, according to (2.22),
JA D JB C I D .F TT U/−1.A − I/T C I (2.23)
is the J-form of A. The proof is completed. 
3. T-form and examples
3.1. Reduction to T-form
Reduction to T-form is based on the following factorization lemma of G.D. Birk-
hoff (see, for example, [2]).
Lemma 3.1. A formal meromorphic matrix series T .t/ can be uniquely factorized
as
T .t/ D H.t/P .t/tK ; (3.1)
where K is a diagonal matrix of integer numbers; P .t/ is a polynomial in t upper-
triangular matrix such that P.0/ D I and diag P.t/ D I and both H.t/ and H−1.t/
are formal holomorphic series.
This lemma was utilized in T13U to reduce A.t/ to T-form for transformations
.0:2/ and .0:9/. To generalize these results we need to impose additional restrictions
.beyond Assumption J/ on the operators F and G.
Assumption T. A matrix (0.1) can be reduced to its J-form by a near similarity
transformation (1.2) and for all root-meromorphic formal series H.t/; R.t/:
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(1) F THRU D F TH UF TRU, i.e. F is multiplicative,
.2/ GTHRU D F TH UGTRU C GTH UR: (3.2)
It is easy to check that all transformations from Section 0.3, except (0.16) and
(0.18), satisfy Assumption T. Moreover, if (2.2) holds, then (3.2) follows from the
multiplicativity of F. This can be checked directly by substituting (2.21) into (3.2).
Therefore, in this case Assumption T is simply a requirement of multiplicativity of
F. Moreover, the multiplicativity of F implies that F is a substitution: F TI tU D I.t/,
where .t/ − t is a root-meromorphic series of degree r − 1 with some r 2 QC.
Theorem 3.1. The matrix A.t/ is reducible to its T-form by means of a root-holo-
morphic near similarity transformation .1:2/; satisfying Assumption T.
Proof. Indeed, let a root-meromorphic transformation (2.3) with some T .t/ reduces
A.t/ to its J-form J .t/, i.e.
J D .F TT U/−1.AT − GTT U/:
Factorizing T .t/ according to Lemma 3.1 (with respect to t−1=p) and taking into
account (3.2) we get
.F TH U/−1.AH − GTH U/ D .F TP tK UJ C GTP tK U/t−KP−1:
Note that the right-hand side of (3.2) is an upper triangular matrix. Thus the trans-
formation
A −! .F TH U/−1.AH − GTH U/ (3.3)
reduces A to its T-form. Note that this T-form (the right-hand side of (3.3)) is a
root-holomorphic matrix series. 
Although solution of the linear equations from Section 0.3 is based on reduction
to the J-form, the T-form has apparent advantages in solving linear nonhomogeneous,
or, more generally, nonlinear equations (see, for example, [3,5]). This advantage, in
fact, is a combination of both a convenient triangular structure and a nonsingular
reducing transformation T .t/. However, there exists an open question about equiv-
alence of T-forms, which, in my opinion, could be linked to the problem of classifi-
cation of orbits of a constant upper triangular matrix with respect to upper triangular
similarity transformations (see, for example, [7]).
3.2. Difference equations
The difference equation (0.11) generates the transformation (0.13) with the cor-
responding F TT .t/U D T .t C 1/ and G D 0. This transformation satisfies all the as-
sumptions, mentioned above. Therefore, a matrix A.t/ can be reduced by (0.13) to
the normal forms, given in Table 1.
In the case when A.t/ is invertible, its J-form allows us to find a formal solution
to (0.11). This solution (found by Turrittin in [14], see also [6]) has the form
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Y .t/ D T .t/C.t/KtMeQ.t/; (3.4)
where T .t/ is a root-meromorphic series with some p 2 N, C.t/ the Gamma func-
tion, Q.t/ a diagonal matrix, polynomial in t1=p of order not exceeding p, K a di-
agonal matrix with entries k=p; k 2 Z and, M is a constant matrix in Jordan form,
commuting with both K and Q.t/. Note that − deg Q.t/ 6 1, where r D 1 is the
Poincare rank of (0.13).
3.3. Functional equations
The transformation (0.14), generated by the functional equation (0.12), satisfies
all the assumptions, mentioned above. Therefore, A.t/ can be reduced to its J-form
by (0.14). Let
.t/ D t .1 C t−rγ .t//; (3.5)
where r D m=p for some m;p 2 ZC and γ .t/ D P1kD0 γkt−k=p with γk 2 C and
γ0 6D 0. If A.t/ is invertible we can show that a formal solution to (0.12) has a similar
to (3.4) form
Y .t/ D T .t/g.t/KtMeQ.t/: (3.6)
The differences between (3.4) and (3.6) are that the C-function is replaced by the
function g.t/, satisfying the functional equation
g..t// D tg.t/ (3.7)
and that the diagonal matrix Q.t/ is a polynomial in t1=p of order not exceeding mp.
In the particular case .t/ D t C 1 solution (3.6) turns into (3.4).
Indeed, let the transformation (0.14) reduce A.t/ to its J-form, i.e. to a direct sum
of the blocks
B.t/ D t l=p
0
@ mX
jD0
j t
−j=pI C t−m=pH
1
A ;
where l 2 Z, j 2 C and H is the upper shift matrix (see Section 2). Moreover, 0 6D
0 because A.t/ is invertible. The transformation
U.t/ D Z.t/gl=p.t/ (3.8)
reduces the corresponding functional equation U..t// D B.t/U.t/ to
Z..t// D
0
@ mX
jD0
j t
−j=pI C t−m=pH
1
AZ.t/: (3.9)
The solution (3.6) is now a direct consequence of (3.8) and the following statement.
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Statement 3.1. Solution to .3:9/ is given by
Z.t/ D X.t/eq.t/tM; (3.10)
where q.t/ is a polynomial in t1=p of degree not exceeding m; X.t/ is an invertible
matrix holomorphic seried in t−1=p and M is a constant matrix in Jordan form. The
matrices M and X.t/ commute with each other and with H.
Proof. The substitution Z.t/ D eq.t/tMX.t/ reduces (3.9) to
eTq..t//−q.t/U

.t/
t
M
X..t// D
mX
jD0

j t
−j=pI C t−m=pH

X.t/: (3.11)
We are looking for q.t/ and M, such that the coefficient of X..t// in the left-hand
side of (3.11) is equal to the coefficient of X.t/ in the right-hand side up to the terms
of the order O.t−.mC1/=p/. Then, taking into account (3.5), we get
Tq..t// − q.t/UI C M ln.1 C t−m=pγ .t// D ln 0I
C ln
0
@I C −10
mX
jD1
j t
−j=pI C −10 t−m=pH C O.t−.mC1/=p/
1
A : (3.12)
Equating the leading coefficients of (3.12), we get qm D .p ln 0/=.mγ0/ for the
leading coefficient qm of q.t/. The rest of the coefficients as well as the matrix M
can be found recurrently. Moreover, the matrix M D I C H with some ;  2 C.
Now Eq. (3.11) can be written
X..t/ D K.t/X.t/; (3.13)
where K.t/ D I C O.t−.mC1/=p/ and K commutes with H. According to Remark
2.1, we can find a root-holomorphic series X.t/, satisfying (3.13). The fact that X.t/
commutes with H follows then from system (2.11). 
3.4. On Eq. (3.7)
In general, the “special function” g.t/, defined by Eq. (3.7), requires some ad-
ditional study. However, in some particular cases (3.7) could be reduced to a scalar
difference equation (0.11). Indeed, let v.t/ satisfy the scalar equation
v..t// D ev.t/: (3.14)
According to Statement 3.1, we can choose
v.t/ D eq.t/tMX.t/; (3.15)
where q.t/ is a polynomial in t1=p of degree m (note that the leading coefficient
qm 6D 0), M is a complex number and X.t/ D 1 C o.1/ is a holomorphic series in
t−1=p. Then
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h.t/ D ln v.t/ D q.t/ C M ln t C ln X.t/ (3.16)
satisfies the equation
h..t// D h.t/ C 1: (3.17)
Introducing now the new unknown function f by f .h.t// D g.t/, we reduce (3.7) to
the difference equation
f .h C 1/ D s.h/f .h/; (3.18)
where t D s.h/ is the inverse to h D h.t/, defined by (3.16). Under the assumption
that M D 0 one can show that s.h/ is a root-meromorphic series in h (of degree
−p=m), thus completing the reduction of (3.7) to the difference equation (3.18). 
Remark 3.1. In general, the condition M D 0 allows us to reduce the functional
equation (0.12) with a root-meromorphic coefficient A.t/ to the difference equation
(0.11), which also have a root-meromorphic coefficient.
Example 3.1. In the case .t/ D pt2 C a2 Eq. (3.17) has a solution h.t/ D t2=a2.
Then the difference equation f .h C 1/ D phf .h/ is satisfied by f .h/ D ah=a2C1=2(
h=a2

, so that
g.t/ D at2=a2C1=2

t2
a2

(3.19)
is a solution to (3.7).
Example 3.2. In the case .t/ D t C 1
t
the function h.t/, defined by (3.17), is
h.t/ D 12 t2 − 12 ln t C O.t−2/. As we see, M D − 12 and so the coefficient s.h/ in
the difference equation (3.18) is not a root-meromorphic series. In general, such an
equation cannot be satisfied by (3.4). However, after a “small correction” .t/ D
t C 1
t
− 12 1t3 , the function h becomes h.t/ D 12 t2 C O.t−2/. Then direct computa-
tions show that s.h/ D p2h.1 C O.h−2//, so that f .h/ D 21=2hC1=2.h/ Qx.h/, where
Qx.h/ D 1 C O.h−1/ is a holomorphic series.
Finally, we get
g.t/ D 2t2=2C1=2.h.t//x.t/; (3.20)
where x.t/ D 1 C O.t−1/ is a holomorphic series.
4. Equations with a small parameter
4.1. Regularly perturbed equation (0.15)
Let F denote the field of root-meromorphic series in x−1, i.e. F D Cfx−1g.
According to Statement 1.3, we can assume that in (0.15)
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A.x; "/ D .x; "/I C "rD.x; "/; (4.1)
where  is a polynomial in "1=p overF of order less than rp and D.x; "/ is a matrix
overFTT"UU. Let us assume at the beginning that the polynomial  D 0. Then (0.15)
turns into the regularly perturbed equation
oxZ.x; "/ D
 1X
kD0
Ak.x/"
k=p
!
Z.x; "/; (4.2)
where Ak are matrices overF. Without loss of generality, we put p D 1.
We are looking for a series
Z.x; "/ D
1X
kD0
Zk.x/"
k; (4.3)
satisfying (4.2). Then the coefficients Zk satisfy a reccurent system of nonhomoge-
neous linear differential equations of the form
oxZ0 − A0Z0D0;
oxZk − A0ZkD
kX
jD1
Aj;kZk−j ; k D 1; 2; : : : ; (4.4)
where in general, Aj;k are matrices over F. In the particular case of Eq. (4.2),
Aj;k D Aj for all k 2 ZC and all j D 1; 2; : : : ; k. According to (0.10), Z0.x/ D
T .x/xNeQ.x/, where T .x/ is a root-meromorphic transformation, N is a nilpotent
matrix in the Jordan form and
Q.x/ D diag.q1.x/; q2.x/; : : : ; qn.x//:
Note that U D T xN is a matrix over the ring of polynomialsFTln xU.
Remark 4.1. In the case of a regular transformation (0.16) (i.e. r D 0), we have
F D id and G D ox . Therefore, in the proof of Theorem 2.1 we have FmCj D TmCj
and GmCj D oxTmCj instead of (2.8). Let us also assume that the leading coefficient
in the series (2.6) is T0 instead of I. Then system (4.4) coincides with (2.10), where
Zk D Tk and Bk D 0 for all k D 0; 1; 2; : : : :
Lemma 4.1. Let the coefficients of the series .4:3/ satisfy Eq. .4:4/; where A0 and
Aj;k; k 2 ZC; j D 1; 2; : : : ; k are matrices overF. Then
Z.x; "/ D X.x; "/eQ.x/; (4.5)
where X is a matrix holomorphic series in " over the ringFTln xU.
Proof. We will use induction to show that Zke−Q.x/ is a matrix overFTln xU, k D
0; 1; 2; : : : For k D 0 the statement follows from (0.10). A solution to the nonhomog-
eneous differential equation (4.4) with k > 1 is
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Zk.x/ D Z0.x/
Z x
Z−10 . /
kX
jD1
Aj;k. /Zk−j . / d:
According to the assumption of the induction,
Zk.x/e
−Q.x/ D U.x/eQ.x/
Z x
e−Q./Rk. /eQ./ de−Q.x/; (4.6)
where Rk.x/ is a matrix over FTln xU. Since the matrix Q is diagonal, the state-
ment of the lemma is a consequence of the following simple fact (see, for example
[11]). 
Statement 4.1. If xoxq.x/ is a polynomial in x1=p; p 2 ZC; and if r.x/ 2FTln xU;
then eq.x/
R x
e−q. /r. / d 2FTln xU.
4.2. Homomorphism 
Let  be the homomorphism of the ringFTln xU, defined by
 ln x D ln x C 1 and y D y (4.7)
for all y 2F. We continue  on the ring of power series .FTln xU/TT"UU by " D ".
According to Lemma 4.1, the solution Z.x; "/ is a matrix over the .FTln xU/TT"UU-
module M with generators ej D eqj .x/, where qj .x/ are the entries of the diagonal
matrix Q.x/. In fact, M is a differential module with differentiation ox . It is easy to
check that  is a homomorphism of the differential module M (i.e.  commutes with
ox ) if we continue  on M by ej D ej .
By differentiating the identity Z−1Z D I we see that the inverse matrix Z−1 sat-
isfies the equation
oxZ−1 D −Z−1A; (4.8)
where A.x; "/ D P1kD0 Ak.x/"k. On the other hand, applying  to both sides of (4.2),
we get
ox.Z/ D AZ: (4.9)
Lemma 4.2. The matrix Z.x; "/ satisfies
Z.x; "/ D Z.x; "/C."/; (4.10)
where C."/ is an invertible matrix over CTT"UU; commuting with Q.x/. The only
eigenvalue of the leading coefficient C0 of C."/ is 1.
Proof. Indeed, the combination of (4.8) and (4.9) yields ox.Z−1Z/D−Z−1AZC
Z−1AZ D 0, which implies (4.10). Substituting (4.5) into (4.10), we get X−1.x; "/
X.x; "/ D eQ.x/C."/e−Q.x/. As the left-hand side of this equation is a matrix over
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.FTln xU/TT"UU the matrix C."/ commutes with the diagonal matrix eQ.x/. Then C0
commutes with Q.x/. Considering the leading order equation Z0 D Z0C0 of (4.10)
and using (0.10), we find out that C0 D x−NxN D e−N ln xeN.ln xC1/ D eN . The
proof is completed. 
For a matrix C."/ from Lemma 4.2, let us define
ln C."/ D −
1X
kD1
1
k
.I − C."//k:
Simple algebra shows that ln C."/ is a matrix over CTT"UU with the leading term N
and that eln C."/ D C."/.
Lemma 4.3. If a matrix Z.x; "/ satisfies Lemmas 1 and 2; then
Z.x; "/ D NX.x; "/xN."/eQ.x/; (4.11)
where NX is an invertible matrix overFTT"UU and N."/ D ln C."/.
Proof. Based on Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, we get X D Ze−Q D ZC."/e−Q D
XeQC."/e−Q D XC."/. Then TX.x; "/x− lnC."/U D X.x; "/C."/ exp.−Tln x C
1U ln C."// D X.x; "/x− ln C."/. So, NX.x; "/ D X.x; "/e− ln C."/ is a matrix over
FTT"UU and the proof is completed. 
4.3. Solution to Eq. (0.15)
According to Lemma 4.3, Eq. (4.2) has a solution (4.11). Then the transformation
(0.16), with T .x; "/ D NX.x; "/, reduces Eq. (4.2) into oxZ D BZ, where
B.x; "/ D ox.xN."/eQ.x//.xN."/eQ.x//−1 D oxQ.x/ C x−1N."/:
The same transformation applied to Eq. (4.1) (i.e. without the assumption  D 0)
yields
B.x; "/ D .x; "/I C oxQ.x/ C x−1N."/: (4.12)
Let H."/ D P1kD0 Hk"k=p be the J-form of the matrix N."/, where, for the sake of
simplicity, p is taken the same as in (4.2). Note that H0 is a nilpotent matrix that could
differ from N, and that both H."/ and the reducing root-meromorphic transformation
(a matrix over Cf"g) commute with Q.x/. Thus, we get the following result.
Theorem 4.1. A matrix A over the ring FTT"UU could be reduced by a root-mero-
morphic transformation .0:16/ to its J-form
J .x; "/ D K.x; "/ C x−1H; (4.13)
where K.x; "/ D P1kD0 Kk.x/"k=p is a diagonal matrix series .with some p 2 ZC/
over the fieldF; xKrp is a polynomial in positive fractional powers of x; xKk are
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matrices over C for all k > rp; H a direct sum of upper shift matrices; H and K.x; "/
commute.
Let
R
Kk.x/ dx D Qk.x/ C Pk ln x; k D 0; 1 : : : ; pr , where Qk and Pk are ma-
trices over the fieldsF and C; respectively. Solving Eq. .0:15/; where A.x; "/ has
the form .4:13/; we get the following corollary.
Corollary 4.1. The solution to .0:15/ is given by
Y .x; "/DT .x; "/x
P1
jD0 Pj "−rCj=pCH exp
0
@ prX
jD0
Qj.x/"
−rCj=p
1
A
DT .x; "/xP."/CHeQ.x;"/;
where T .x; "/ is a root-meromorphic transformation .over F/ and Pj D Kj for
j D pr C 1; pr C 2; : : :
4.4. Solution to Eq. (0.17) with an invertible matrix A.x; "/
According to Statement 1.3, we can assume that the coefficient A.x; "/ in (0.17)
has the form (4.1) with r D 1. Moreover, let us assume at the beginning that the
polynomial  D 1. Then (0.17) can be written as
Z.x C "; "/ D
 
I C "
1X
kD0
Dk.x/"
k=p
!
Z.x; "/; (4.14)
where Dk are matrices overF. Without loss of generality, we put p D 1.
As in Section 4.1, we are looking for a series (4.3) satisfying (4.14). According to
(1.3), direct substitution of (4.3) into (4.14) yields
oxZ0DD0Z0;
oxZkDD0Zk C
kX
jD1
 
DjZk−j − o
jC1
x Zk−j
.j C 1/W
!
; k D 1; 2; : : : (4.15)
Statement 4.2. System .4:15/ has the form .4:4/; where Aj;k are matrices overF
for all k 2 ZC and j D 1; 2 : : : ; k.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that the higher derivatives olxZk also satisfy equations
of the form (4.4), i.e. that there exist matrices Aj;k;l overF satisfying
olxZk D
kX
jD0
Aj;k;lZk−j (4.16)
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for any l 2 ZC and any k 2 N.
We prove (4.16) by induction. Indeed, differentiating the first Eq. (4.15), we get
olxZ0 D A0;0;lZ0, where A0;0;l are polynomials in D0 and derivatives of D0. Thus,
A0;0;l are matrices overF.
Suppose now that (4.16) holds for all k D 0; 1; 2 : : : ; m − 1, where m 2 ZC, and
for all l 2 ZC. Then, according to (4.15) and (4.16), oxZm D PmjD0 Aj;m;1Zm−j .
Differentiating this equation, we get
o2xZm D
mX
jD0
.oxAj;m;1Zm−j C Aj;m;1oxZm−j / D
mX
jD0
Aj;m;2Zm−j ;
where
Aj;m;2 D oxAj;m;1 C
jX
nD0
Aj−n;m;1An;m−jCn;1
are matrices overF. Differentiating the equation for o2xZm, we can prove (4.16) for
k D m and any l D 3; 4; : : : We can now use the induction arguments to complete
the proof. 
An immediate consequence of Statement 4.2 and Lemma 4.1 is that the solution
Z.x; "/ to (4.14) can be written in the form (4.5), where the matrix Q.x/ is defined
by the solution (0.10) to oxZ0 D D0Z0.
Our next observation is that  D e"ox is a homomorphism of the differential mod-
ule M, defined in Section 4.2, where we put ej D eqj .x/. Eq. (4.14) can be rewritten
now as Z D EZ, where E denotes the matrix coefficient in the right-hand side of
(4.14). Moreover,  commutes with  since ox commutes with . Then Z is another
solution to (4.14). Applying  to the identity Z−1Z D I , we get  .Z−1/ D Z−1E−1
provided that E is invertible. So,  .Z−1Z/ D Z−1E−1EZ D Z−1Z: Since the
fixed points of the homomorphism  are elements of CTT"UU, we conclude that
Z.x; "/ D Z.x; "/C."/;
where C."/ is the matrix over CTT"UU. Using the arguments of Lemma 4.2, we can
show that C."/ commutes with Q.x/ and the leading term C0 of C."/ has the only
eigenvalue 1. Now solution Z.x; "/ satisfies all the assumptions of Lemma 4.3, so
that we get the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4. Eq. .4:14/ has a solution of the form .4:11/.
Let us now replace our previous assumption .x; "/ D 1 in (4.1) by a less restric-
tive one: .x; "/ D Pp−1jD0 j .x/ej=p, where 0.x/ 6D 0. Let g.x; "/ denote a solution
to the scalar equation
g.x C "; "/ D .x; "/g.x; "/: (4.17)
Then direct computations show that the transformation
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Y .x; "/ D g.x; "/Z.x; "/ (4.18)
reduces Eq. (0.17) and (4.1) to the form (4.14).
Suppose now that .x; "/ D "j=p.j .x/ C O."−1=p//, where j 6D 0 and j > 0.
Then the transformation
Y .x; "/ D "jx=p"Z.x; "/; (4.19)
following by the corresponding root-meromorphic transformation (0.18), reduces the
problem to the previous case 0 6D 0.
Since deg det T −1 D − deg det T for any root-meromorphic transformation T, it
is easy to see that deg detTT −1.x C "; "/A.x; "/T .x; "/U D deg det A.x; "/. Consider
now the case when in (4.1) .x; "/ D 0 (recall that for difference equations r D 1).
Then deg det D.x; "/ D deg det A.x; "/ − 1.
Let us reduce D.x; "/ to the form (4.1) by the corresponding root-meromor-
phic transformation. In this process we either split the system, or obtain a new
polynomial Q.x; "/ and a new matrix QD.x; "/. If Q.x; "/ 6D 0, we can use transforma-
tions (4.18) and (4.19) to reduce the system to the case Q.x; "/ D 1. Otherwise, we
have deg det QD.x; "/ D deg det A.x; "/ − 2 and continue the process. As at each step
deg det QD.x; "/ cannot be negative, we can continue this process only finitely many
times. Thus, a finite number of transformations (4.18) and (4.19) and of root-mero-
morphic transformations reduce any Eqs. (0.17) and (4.1) to the case .x; "/ D 1.
In order to construct a solution to (0.17) we need to solve Eq. (4.17).
Statement 4.3. Solution to the scalar equation .4:17/ with 0 6D 0 is given by
g.x; "/ D t .x; "/xx="Cp."/eq.x;"/; (4.20)
where t .x; "/ is a root-holomorphic series over F;  2 C; p."/ and q.x; "/ are
polynomials in "−1=p of orders not exceeding p over the fields C andF; respectively.
Proof. The substitution
g.x; "/ D eγ .x;"/z.x; "/;
where γ .x; "/ D Pp−1jD0 γj .x/".j−p/=p; reduce (4.17) to
exp
 1X
kD1
"kokx
kW γ .x; "/
!
z.x C "; "/ D .x; "/z.x; "/: (4.21)
The exponential in the left-hand side can be written as exp
(Pp−1
jD0 "j=poxγj .x/
C O."/: So, it is a holomorphic series in "1=p. If we equate the first p coefficients of
this series with the corresponding coefficients of .x; "/, we then reduce (4.17) to a
(scalar) equation of the form (4.14). Equating the corresponding coefficients, we get
eoxγ0.x/ D 0.x/; oxγ1.x/ D 1.x/
0.x/
; : : : ; (4.22)
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i.e. each oxγj is a rational function of 0; : : : ; p−1. Thus, every γj D qj C cj ln x,
j D 1; 2; : : : ; p − 1, where cj 2 C and qj 2F. As it follows from (4.22), γ0 −
x ln x D q0.x/ C c0 ln x, where  D − deg 0, c0 2 C and q0 2F. So,
γ .x; "/ −  x
"
ln x D
p−1X
jD0
.qj .x/ C cj ln x/".j−p/=p: (4.23)
Applying Lemma 4.4 to the scalar equation (4.14) for z.x; "/, we obtain z.x; "/ D
t .x; "/ expTqp.x/ C cp ln xU, where cp 2 C, qp 2F and t .x; "/ is a root holomor-
phic series overF. To complete the proof, it remains to define q.x; "/ D PpjD0 qj .x/
".j−p/=p and p."/ D PpjD0 cj ".j−p/=p. 
Combining Lemma 4.4 with (4.18)–(4.20), we obtain the following “discrete
analog” of Corollary 4.1.
Theorem 4.2. The solution to .0:17/ with an invertible matrix A.x; "/ is given by
Y .x; "/ D T .x; "/."SxR/x="eQ.x;"/xP ."/CH; (4.24)
where T .x; "/ is a root-meromorphic transformation .overF/; S and R are diagonal
matrices of rational numbers; Q.x; "/ D PpjD0 Qj.x/".j−p/=p; where all Qj are
diagonal matrices over F and Qp is a polynomial in positive fractional powers
of x; P ."/ D P1jD0 Pj".j−p/=p; where all Pj are diagonal matrices over C; H is
a direct sum of the upper shift matrices that commutes with the diagonal matrices
S;R;Q and P.
4.5. J-form
In order to obtain J-form of a matrix A.x; "/ with respect to near-similarity trans-
formations (0.18), we need the following fact.
Statement 4.4. Solution to the n  n equation
Y .x C "; "/ D

I C "
x
H

Y .x; "/; (4.25)
where H is an n  n upper shift matrix; is given by
Y .x; "/ D U.x; "/xH ; (4.26)
where U is a holomorphic series in "=x over C and U commutes with H.
Proof. The substitution Y D xHZ reduces (4.25) to
Z.x C "; "/ D

1 C "
x
−H 
I C "
x
H

Z.x; "/:
The coefficient of this system has the form I CP1kD2 Qfk.H/ ."=x/k , where Qfk are
some polynomials. Looking for a solution Z D I CP1kD1 Zk"k , we get
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oxZk D
kX
jD1
" QfjC1.H/Zk−j
xkC1
− o
jC1
x Zk−j
.j C 1/W
#
; (4.27)
where Z0 D I . We can now use induction to show that (4.27) implies Zk.x/ D
x−kfk.H/, k 2 ZC, where fk is a polynomial. The proof is completed. 
Corollary 4.2. A matrix A over the ringFTT"UU could be reduced by a root-mero-
morphic transformation .0:18/ to its J-form
J .x; "/ D "S
h
K.x; "/ C "
x
H
i
; (4.28)
where K.x; "/ D P1kD0 Kk.x/"k=p is a diagonal holomorphic matrix series over the
fieldF; matrices S and H are the same as in Theorem 4:2; H commutes with K.x; "/
and S.
Proof. Let T .x; "/G.x; "/ denote the right-hand side of (4.24). The transformation
Y .x; "/ D T .x; "/Z.x; "/ reduces the coefficient A.x; "/ in Eq. (0.17) to
B.x; "/ D G.x C "; "/G−1.x; "/ D "S QK.x; "/

1 C "
x
H
: (4.29)
Direct computation shows that
QK.x; "/ D

1 C "
x
x="RCP."/
.x C "/R eQ.xC";"/−Q.x;"/
D xR exp
nhx
"
C 1

R C P."/
i
ln

1 C "
x

C Q.x C "; "/ − Q.x; "/
o
:
According to Theorem 4.2, the exponent in the latter expression is a diagonal
matrix, which is represented by a holomorphic series in "1=p over F. Therefore,
QK.x; "/ D diag.Q1.x; "/; : : : ; Qn.x; "// is a matrix overFTT"1=pUU.
As a consequence of Statement 4.4, we get
U.x C "; "/.x C "/H D

I C "
x
H

U.x; "/xH : (4.30)
For every Jordan block Hi of dimension ni in H we can find the corresponding matrix
Ui using Statement 4.4. Note that U, the direct sum of matrices Ui , commutes with
K and S. Applying to B the transformation (0.18) with T D U−1 and using (4.30),
we get
U.x C "; "/B.x; "/U−1.x; "/D"S QK.x; "/U.x C "; "/

1 C "
x
H
U−1.x; "/
D"S QK.x; "/

1 C "
x
H

: (4.31)
Finally, we apply the root-meromorphic transformation (0.18) with the shearing
matrix
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V .x; "/ D diag
0
@1; Q−11 .x; "/; Q−11 .x C "; "/Q−12 .x; "/; : : : ;
ni−1Y
kD1
Q−1k .x C .ni − k − 1/"; "/
1
A
for each block Hi . This transformation reduces (4.31) to (4.28), where K.x; "/ D
diag.1.x; "/; : : : ; n.x; "// and
j .x; "/ D Qj .x; "/
j−1Y
kD1
Qj−k.x C k"; "/
Qj−k.x C .k − 1/"; "/
; j D 1; 2; : : : ; ni − 1: 
Corollary 4.3. We have established that both transformation .0:16/ and .0:18/ sat-
isfy Assumption T .with F D id, G D "−rox and F D e"ox ; G D 0; respectively/.
Thus Table 1 describes four normal forms of the near-similarity transformatios .0:16/
and .0:18/.
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